An investigation of the diffusion-limited growth of animal cells around single hollow fibers.
To compare modeling with experimental data of cell growth surrounding individual fibers, the growth profiles of hybridoma cells in the extracapillary space of single hollow fiber bioreactors were examined. Agarose was provided in the extracapillary space to provide support and minimize convection. By sacrificing bioreactors at various time intervals, the growth profiles of cells surrounding a single hollow fiber could be monitored with increasing time. Using photomicroscopy and viable staining, areas of viable and nonviable cell growth were examined at various stages of development ranging from initial seeding to stable growth conditions. Cells were found to act as nucleation sites for the growth of individual colonies within the agarose. Profiles at stable growth conditions resulted in a thick cell mass near the surface of the fiber wall followed by cell colonies of decreasing size with increasing radial distance. A simplified theoretical model for cell growth was developed using mass balance equations for substrate penetration into individual cell colonies as well as away from the wall of a single fiber. The resulting profiles derived from theory were compared with experiments and found to be in good agreement for entering oxygen concentrations of 5% and 20%.